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 Preface 

 

I am glad to present this book, especially designed to serve the needs  of the students. The 

book has been written keeping in mind the general weakness in understanding the fundamental 

concepts of the topics. The book is self-explanatory and adopts the “Teach Yourself” style. It is 

based on question-answer pattern. The language of book is quite easy and understandable 

based on scientific approach. 

 Any further improvement in the contents of the book by making corrections, omission and 

inclusion is keen to be achieved based on suggestions from the readers for which the author 

shall be obliged. 

 I acknowledge special thanks to Mr. Rajeev Biyani, Chairman & Dr. Sanjay Biyani, Director 

(Acad.) Biyani Group of Colleges, who are the backbones and main concept provider and also 

have been constant source of motivation throughout this Endeavour. They played an active role 

in coordinating the various stages of this Endeavour and spearheaded the publishing work. 

 I look forward to receiving valuable suggestions from professors of various educational 

institutions, other faculty members and students for improvement of the quality of the book. The 

reader may feel free to send in their comments and suggestions to the under mentioned 

address. 

Sunita Poonia 
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Syllabus 

 

5EC5 MICROWAVE ENGINEERING-I 

UNIT 1: WAVE GUIDES:Introduction of Microwaves and their applications. 

Rectangular 

Waveguides, Solution of Wave equation in TE and TM modes. Power transmission and 

Power losses. Excitation of modes in Rectangular waveguides, circular waveguides: 

Basic idea of TE and TM modes, field patterns, TEM mode of propagation. 

UNIT 2: WAVEGUIDE COMPONENTS: Scattering matrix representation of networks. 

Rectangular cavity and circular cavity resonators. Waveguide Tees, Magic Tees. Hybrid 

rings. Waveguide corners, Bends and twists. Directional couplers, Circulators and 

isolators. 

UNIT 3: KLYSTRONS: Limitation of conventional vacuum tubes, Construction and 

operation of two cavity & multicavity klystrons. Velocity modulation and electron 

bunching (analytical treatment), Applegate diagram and applications of two cavity 

klystrons. Construction, working and operation of Reflex klystron. Applications and 

practical considerations. Velocity modulation, power output and frequency 

characteristics of a Reflex klystron. Electron admittance. 

UNIT 4: TRAVELLING WAVE TUBES (TWT): Construction, operation and practical 

consideration of helix type TWT. Introduction to CW power, pulsed dual mode TWT. 

Coupled cavity TWT. Applications of TWT. 

UNIT 5: MAGNETRON: Types of Magnetron. Construction, operation, analysis and 

practical consideration of cavity or travelling wave magnetron. Introduction to coaxial, 

frequency angle and voltage tunable magnetrons. Backward cross field oscillator, 

Forward wave cross field amplifier. 
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Microwave Waveguide & Microwave Components 
 

Q.1  Write the application of Microwave. 

Ans. Application of Microwave:- Microwave have a broad range of application in 

modern technology most important among them are in  long distance 

communication system, radars, ratio astronomy, navigation etc. Broadly the 

application can be in the area listed below- 

1. Telecommunication: Intercontinental telephone and T.V. space 

communication (earth to space and space t earth) telemetry communication 

link for railways etc. 

2. Radars: Detect aircraft, track/guide supersonic missiles, observe, and track 

weather patterns, Air Traffic Control (ATC), burglar alarms, garage door 

openers, police speed detectors etc. 

3. Commercial & Industrial Application use heat property of Microwave:  

a) Microwave oven (2.45 GHz, 600 W) 

b) Drying machines textile, food & Paper industry for drying clothes, potato 

chips, printed matter etc. 

c) Food processing industry precooded/cooling pasteurizing, heat 

frozen/refrigerated pre cooled meals roasting of food grains/beans. 

d) Rubber industry/plastic/chemical/forest product industries. 

e) Mining/public works, breaking rock, tunnel boring drying/breaking up 

concrete, breaking up coal seams. 

f) Drying inks, drying/sterilizing grains, drying sterilizing pharmaceuticals, 

drying textiles, leather, tobacco, and power transmission. 

g) Biomedical Application (diagnostic/therapeutic) diathermy for localized 

superficial heating, deep electromagnetic heating for treatment of cancer, 

hyperthermia (local regional or whole body for cancer therapy) 

electromagnetic transmission through human body has been used for 

monitoring of heart beat, lung water detection etc. 

4. Electronic Warfare: ECM (Electronic Counter Measure) systems, spread 

spectrum system. 
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5. Light generated charge: carriers in a microwave semiconductor makes it 

possible to create a whole new world of microwave device, fast fitter-free 

switches phase shiftless HF generation, tuning elements etc.  

 

Q.2  Derive the equation of TE & TM mode of Rectangular. 

Ans. Transverse Electric (TE) mode in rectangular wave guides:  

 TEmn is the general mode and the specific mode is given by various values of m 

& n as discussed below- 

(a) TEoo mode : m = 0, n = 0 

All field components vanish therefore it cannot exist: 

(b) TE01 mode; m=0, n=1 

y=0, x=0, x & y exist 

(c) TE10 mode ; m=1, n=0 

x =0, y=0, y & x exist 

(d) TE11 mode : m = 1, n =1 

This also exist and even higher modes.  

1. We know that ² = ² ε - K²c the phase constant of the wave is- 

ZTM =   

 Where λ Cmn =  =  

 Or λ Cmn =  

 λ Cmn = t-off wave length 

 Dominant mode:- Dominant mode is that mode for which the cut off 

 Wavelength (λc) assumes a maximum value. 
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 As λ cmn=  

 For TE01 mode  

   c01=   = 2b 

 For TE10 mode  

   c01 =   = 2a 

 For TE11 mode  

   c11=    

2. Guide wave length (λg) 

It is defined as the distance travelled by the wave in order to undergo a 

phase shifts of 2  radians. This is shown by Hg. It is related to the phase 

constant by the relation. 

λ g =  

the wave length in the waveguide is different from the wavelength in free 

space. Infect it is related to free space wavelength λc by 

 =  -  

λ g =   λ = free space wavelength  

3. Phase velocity (VP): It is defined as the rate at which the wave changes its 

phase in terms of the guide wavelength.  

 VP =   

       =  λ g.f = 2     =  

 i.e. VP =  

                              Where  = 2 t ,  =   

Also =  
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We can express  in terms  & c or  in terms of b & c  

              Β =       =     and   

Or       =      =    

 

   

   =     

 

  

We also know that ƒ (any frequency) =  where  is free space wavelength and ƒc 

(cut off frequency) =  where λc is cut-off wavelength. 

   =   =  

  

4. Group velocity (Vg): It there is modulation in the carriers, the modulation 

envelope actually travels of velocity slower than of carrier done and of 

course slower than speed of light. The velocity of modulation envelope is 

called the group velocity Vg. 

    

  &  =     

Now differentiating  w.r.t. to , we get 

  =   2  
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  =   =     

 

Or Vg =  

 
 

 

  Modulation envelope 

  Carrier 

 

                                                                                                             Z 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Transverse Magnetic Mode TM  in Rectangular waveguide:- 

Depending on the values of m and n. we have various mode in TM 

waves. In general we represent the mode as TMmn where m & n are as 

defined earlier.  

 

1. TMoo Mode : m = 0 , n= 0 

It m=0 and n=0 are substituted in  , ,   & . We see that all of 

them vanish and hence TMoo mode cannot exist. 

2. TM01 mode : m=0, n=1 

Again all field component vanish and hence. TM01 mode can no exist. 

3. TM10 mode : m=1, n=o 

Even now, all field components vanish and hence TM10 mode cannot 

exist.  

4. TM11 mode : m =1, n=1 
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Now we have all the four components   , ,   and  i.e. TM11 

mode exists and for all higher value m & n. The components exist i.e. all 

higher mode do exist. 

  

 The other expressions for , VP, Vg and g remain the same as for TM 

wave 

(a) Phase velocity 

         

 

(b) Group velocity 

   

(c) Guide wavelength (λg) 

   

 Wave impedance for TM wax 

 

ZTM =  

 

Q. 3 Define Isolator and Circulator. 

Ans.  Microwave Isolator:   

An isolator is a non reciprocal transmission device that is used to isolate one 

component from reflection of other components in the transmission line. An 

ideal isolator completely absorbs the power for propagation in one direction and 

provides lossless transmission in the opposite direction. Thus the isolator is 

usually called aniline. Isolators are generally used to improve the frequency 

stability of microwave generators. Such as klystrons and magnetrons in which 

the reflection from the load effects the generating frequency. In such cases, the 
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isolator placed between the generated and load prevents the reflected power 

from the unmatched load from returning to the generator. As a result, the 

isolator maintain the frequency stability of the generator. 

Isolator can be constructed in many ways. They can be made by terminating 

parts and 4 of a 4 part circulator with mooched loads. On the other hand. Isolator 

can be made by inserting a ferrite rod along the axis of a rectangular waveguide.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Operation Principle:- 

The I/p resistive card is in the Y-Z plane and the O/P resistive card is displaced 

45º with respect to input card. The dc magnetic field, which is applied 

longitudinally to the ferrite rod, rotates the wave plane to polarize by 45º. The 

degree of rotation depends on the length & diameter of rod, and on the applied 

dc magnetic field.  

The wave in the ferrite mod section is rotated clockwise by 45º & is normal to 

other output resistive card. As a result of rotation the wave arrives at the output 

and without attenuation at all. 

Circulator:- 

A microwave circulation is a multiport waveguide junction in which the wave 

can flow only from the nth port to the (n+1)th  port in one direction. Although 
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there is no resistriction on the number of ports, the four port microwave 

circulator is the most common. 

One type of four-port microwave circulator is a combination of two 3-dB 

side hole directional couplers and a rectangular wave ideally with two non 

reciprocal phase shifters.  

                    Port-1 

                                                                  

 

 

 Port-2                                                                           Port-4 

 

 

 

              Port-3 

Four port microwave circulator 

 

Q. 4 Find S Matrix of E-Plane, H-Plane and Magic  Tee. 

Ans. Scattering Matrix for H-Plane Tee:- 

The properties of H plane Tee can be best defined by (S) Matrix since there are 3 

ports so it has 3 possible input & 3 output so a S-Matrix of order 3  3 is farmed. 

  

  [S]  =  
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 Now applying the properties of [S] Matrix to determine S-Parameters 

1. Since there is a plane of symmetry the junction scattering coefficient must 

be equal. It means that if input is fed from port-3 the wave will split equally 

into port-1 and port-2, in phase in the same magnitude.  

  so S₁₃ = S₂₃ 
 

 

       Port-1 Port-2 

 

 

 

 

 Port-3 

 

Top view of H plane wave guide Tee 

2. From symmetry property 

 Sij  =  Sji 

So  S₁₂ =  S₂₁,  S₁₃ = S₃₁, S₂₃ = S₃₂ = S₁₃ 

3. The part is perfectly matched so refection coefficient is 

zero. 

 S₃₃ = 0 

 

Putting these values of S-parameter is S-Matrix we get 

 

 [S]   - (A) 

4. from unitary property 
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  [S] [S]* = 1  

 

    =    

 

On solving these Matrix 

R₁C₁ : | |²  + | |²   + | |²  = 1  - (1) 

R₂C₂ : | |²  + | |²   + | |²  = 1  - (2) 

R₃C₃ : | |²  + | |²     = 1  - (3) 

R₃C₁ :  S₁₁* +   S*₁₂   = 0  -           (4) 

 

By solving equation (3) we get 

S13 = 1/√2       - (5) 

From equation (1) & (2)  

| |²+| |² + |² =| |²  +| |² +| |²   S₂₂ - (6) 

From equation (4) 

   [S*₁  + S*₁₂] = 0 

   S₁₃  0 

so S*₁  + S*₁₂ = 0 

 S*₁  =  - S*₁₂  

 S₁  =  - S₁₂      - (7) 

From equation (6) & (7) 

 S²₁₁ + S²₁₁ +   = 1 

  S²₁₁     = 1/4 

  S²₁₁     = 1/2 

Putting these value of S₁₁, S₁₂, S₂₂, S₁₃ in equation (A) 
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 [S] =  

Now we know 

 [b] = [S] [a] 

   =    

i.e.  b₁ = 1/2 a₁ - 1/2 a₁ +   a₃ 

 b₃ = -1/2a₁ - 1/2 a₂ +   a₃ 

 b₃ =  a₁ +   a₂ 

Now by applying input to various parts we can check the working of H-plane tee 

output from each port. 
 

Scattering Matrix for E-plane Tee 

To design a E-plane Tee a rectangular slat is cut the broader dimension of a long 

waveguide and a side arm is attached. In E-plane tee the electric field is parallel 

to the side or tee’s arm axis i.e. the width of all three waveguide is same.  

 

 In E Tee it we feed TE10 mod to the side arm placed at the centre of collinear arm 

the output at port 1 & 2 port 2 will be equal but in opposite phase since the 

electric field coming out of port 1 & 2 change their direction when fed from port 

2. This is called E-plane Tee.  

 

 

            1                                                                     22   2 
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  3 

 

Conversely if power if fed through port 1 & 2 the output from port 3 is difference 

between the two input. It means that if the power from ports 1 & 2 are entering 

in phase and are equal in amplitude then output is zero and if input power is out 

of phase then output is doubled.  

 

   3  P₁ + P₂ = 2P 

 

 

  

 

 

                2 P 1P 

 

Output  is doubled at port (3) it power fed from port 1 & 2 are opposite in phase 

& same in amplitude. 

   3  P=0 

 

 

  P₁ = P P₂ = - P 

 

 

                1 2 
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Zero output at port-3 if power fed from port 1 & 2 are in same phase & same in 

amplitude 

Scattering Matrix of E-plane Tee 

1. This is 3 port device, so matrix of order 3  3 is formed.  

 

 S=  

2. Since that we have seen the power is fed from port 3 then output from port 1 

& 2 are opposite in  phase, so- 

 S₂₃ = - S₁₃    - (1) 

3. For port 3 to be perfectly matched to the junction 

  S₃₃ =0     - (2) 

4. From symmetric property  

 Sij = Sji 

 S₁₂ = S₂₁, S₂₃ = S₃₂, S₁₃ = S₃₁ - (3) 

Putting the above value in S 

 

 [S] =                      - (4) 

5. From Unitary Property 

   [S] [S]* =  I 

  So  

           =    

 

Multiplying 

 R₁C₁ : | |²  + | |²   + | |²  = 1  - (5) 

 R₂C₂ : | |²  + | |²   + | |²  = 1  - (6) 

 R₃C₃ : | |²  + | |²     = 1  - (7) 
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 Or  S13 = 1/√2     - (8) 

 R₃C₁ :  S₁₁* -   S*₁₂ = 0 

    [S*₁  - S*₁₂] = 0 

 S*₁₁ = S*₁₂ 

 S₁₁ = S₁₂     - (9) 

Comparing the equation (5) and (6) 

 | |²+| |² + |² =| |²  +| |² +| |²   

         | |²+| |² = |²  +| |² 

         | |²+| |² = |²  +| |² 

   S₁₁ = S₂₂     - (10) 

So from equation (8) & (10) 

    | |²+| |² + ½ = 1 

    S₁₁ = 1/2 = S₂₂ = S₁₂ 

 

Substituting these values of S parameter we get- 

  S =  

 

 We know [b] = [S] [a] 

 So 

  b₁ = 1/2a₁ + 1/2 a₂ +   a₃ 

  b₂ = 1/2a₁ + 1/2  a₂ -   a₃ 

  b₃ =   a₁ -   a₂ 

 

Scattering Matrix of Magic Tee:- 

A magic tee is a combination of E-plane tee and H-plane tee. Rectangular slot one 

cut from main waveguide and slide arm attached. Ports 1 & 2 are collinear arms. 

Port 3 is the H arm & port 4 is the E-arm. 
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   E-arm                                      4 

 

 

 

 

 2 

1 

 

 4-arm 

 

                                                                      3 

Magic Tee 
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The basic property is that arms 3 and 4 are connected to arms 1 & 2 but not to 

each-other. Such a junction is symmetrical about an imaginary plane bisecting 

arms 3 & 4 and has some very useful and interesting properties. Since it is made 

up of E & H plane tee using both the properties we can find its scattering 

property.  

1. [S] is a four port device so its [S] is a 4  4 matrix 
 

S =  

 

2. Using property of H plane tee for H section 

S₂₃ = S₁₃   - (2) 

3. Using property of E-plane Tee for e-Section 

S₂₄ = S₁₄   - (3) 

4. Since the E-H plane tee is designed such that ports 3 & 4 are isolated to each 

other 

S3₄ = S₄₃   - (4) 

5. From symmetric property 

Sij = Sji 

   S₁₂ = S₂₁,  S₁₃ = S₃₁,  S₂₃ = S₃₂ 
        - (5) 
   S₃₄ = S₄₃,  S₂₄ = S₄₂ , S₄₁ = S₁₄       
6. For  perfectly matched port i.e. for port 3 & 4 

S₃₃ =   0 , S₄₄ = 0   - (6) 
     Substituting properties in S matrix we get 
 

S =       -  (7) 

7. Again from unitary property 
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      [S] [S*] = [I]     

     =  

 

         On multiplying 

R₁C₁ : | |²  + | |²   + | |²   + | |²  = 1 - (8) 

R₂C₂ : | |²  + | |²   + | |²  + | |²   = 1 - (9) 

R₃C₃ : | |²  + | |²    = 1   - (10) 

R₄C₄ : | |²  + | |²    = 1   - (11) 

 

From equation (10) & (11) 

 S13 = 1/√2     - (12) 

 S14 = 1/√2      - (13) 

From equation (8) & (9) 

| |² +| |² +| |²+| |² =| |² +| |² +| |² +  | |²   

  S₁₁ = S₂₂     - (14) 

Substituting equation (12) to (14) in (9) we get 

 | |² +| |² + ½ + ½ = 1 

 | |² +| |² = 0     - (15) 

Again from equation (9) 

  | |²  +| |² = 0  

 Or       | |²  + | |²    - (16) 

From equation (15) & (16) 

  S₁₁ = S₁₂ = 0  = S₂₂ 

 

Now since S₁₁ &  S₁₂ are also equal to zero port 1 & 2 are also perfectly matched. 

 

Thus we conclude that in any four port function in any two ports are perfectly 

matched then the remaining two ports are automatically matched to the junction. 
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This type of junction where all four ports are perfectly matched to the junctions is 

called as magic tee. 

Substituting these values of S parameters we get 

 

 S =   

Since [b] = [S] [a] 
 

 

 

  =    

 

So  b₁ =  (a₃ + a₄) 

 b₂ =  (a₃ - a₄) 

 b3 =  (a₁+ a₂) 

 b₄ =  (a₁ - a₂) 

 

Q.5 Explain the cavity Resonator 

 a = 3 , b = 2 ,  c = 6 

 Frequency 9 KHz find out off frequency TE101 

 ² + ² + ²  

Ans. For dominant mode: 

  m = 1 

  n = 0 
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  p = 1 

   

 

      =     

       

       =     

         =     

         =     

ƒc = 0.5590  10⁸ Hz  

 

 

Q.6 Explain the directional couplers. 

Ans. Directional couplers are the microwave junction that can sample a small amount 

of microwave power for measurement purpose. It is a four port device consisting 

of primary waveguide and secondary auxiliary waveguide.  

                                    Primary waveguide 

 

Pi  Port 1       Port 2 

         

Pb port 3       Port 4 

   

 

                                         Secondary waveguide 

Properties of directional coupler 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

- - - - - - - --  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

- - - - - - - - 
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1. If the device are terminated in the characteristic 

impedance then power fed at port 1 flow to port 2 and port 4 but not to port 3 

2. A portion of power travelling from port 2 to port 

3 is coupled to port 1 but not to port 4 

3. A portion of power incident on port 3 is coupled 

to port 2 but not to port 1 and portion of the power incident on port 4 is coupled 

to port 1 but not to port 2 

 Pi = Incident power at port 1 

 Pf = Forward power coupled to port 4 

 Pr = received power at port 2 

 Pb = back power at port 3 

 A directional coupler is specified in terms of two parameters which are defined 

as follow- 

1. Coupling factor (c) 

 It is defined as the ratio of the incident power ‘Pi’ to forward power “pf’ 

measured in db.  

 C = 10 log10  dB. 

2. Directivity (D) 

 It is defined as ratio of forward power Pf  to the back power ‘Pb’ in db. 

 D = 10 log10 dB. 

3. Isolation (I) 

 It is a parameter that defines the directive properties of directional coupler is 
the ratio of incident power Pi to the back power Pb    expressed in dB 

  I = 10 log10  dB 

 Scattering matrix of directional coupler 

1. It is a four port device so [S] is a 4  4 matrix 

   [S] =  

2. All the four ports are perfectly matched to the junction  

 So S₁₁ =  =  =  = 0 
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3. From symmetric property we know Sij = Sji 

 S₂₃ = ,   = ,    =  

  = ,  =  

4. Ideally we set back power is zero (Pb = 0) so there is no coupling from port 1 

to 3 and port 2 to 4. 

   =  = 0 

   =  = 0 

From the matrix 

 

 [S] =  

 5. By unitary property 

     [S] [S]* = [I] 

      

  On multiplying 

R₁C₁ : | |²  + | |²  =  1   

R₂C₂ : | |²  + | |²   = 1   

R₃C₃ : | |²  + | |²   = 1   -  

R₄C₄ : | |²  + | |²   = 1  

From the equation 

  =  

  =  

So   =  = P = S*₃₄ 

 R₁C₃ :    S*₂₃ +  S*₃₄ = 0 
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 P  S*₂₃ +  P = 0 

 P (S*₂₃ +  = 0 

So P (S*₂₃ +  = 0 

Since  P  0  

So       S₂₃ = -  S*₂₃ 

 S₂₃ = jy 

 S*₂₃ = - jy 

It means S₂₃ is imaginary 

 S₂₃ = jq 

The S matrix is- 

 

 [S] =  

 

Q.7 Prove that it is impossible to construct a perfectly method, losses, reciprocal 

three port function. 

Ans. if we assume that these will be no reflection from the port which is the input port 

so the S. matrix is represented by- 

 

  S Tee =  

  S₁₁ = S₂₂ = S₃₃ = 0 

  S Tee =  

 

  Now applying unity property on all row 
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  S₂₁ S*₂₁ + S₁₃ S*₁₃ = 1 - (1) 

  S₂₁ S*₂₁ + S₂₃ S*₂₃ = 1 - (2) 

  S₁₃ S*₁₃ + S₂₃ S*ƒ₃ = 1 - (3) 

  |S₁₂|² = 1 - |S₁₃|²   - (4) 

  |S₁₂|² = 1 - |S₂₃|²   - (5) 

  |S₁₃|² = 1 - |S₂₃|²   - (6) 

  Now applying zero property on (1) and (2) column of matrix 

  OS*₂₁ + S*₂₁ 0 + S₁₃ S*₂₃ = 0 

    S₁₃ S*₂₃ = 0 

  |S₁₂|² = 1 - |S₁₃|² = 1 - |S₂₃|² 

    S₁₃ = 0 

    S₂₃ = 0 

    S₂₃ = 1 

    S₂₃ = 0 

    S₁₃ = 0 

    S₁₃ = 1 

  So, we can say that sij 0 for i = j in Tee junction  

  S =  

  So it is impossible to construct a method coupled tee junction. 
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Q.8 A directional coupler has the scattering matrix given below, find the 

directivity coupling isolation. 

[S] =    

Ans. Coupling- C = 10 log   

    = - 20 log |S₁₃| 

  C = 20 log 0.1 

       = 20 dB 

 Directivity 

  D  = 10 log   

       = 20 log  

         = 20 log   

   = 6.02 dB 

 Isolation  I =  10 log   

   =  10 log   

  I      =  20 log |S₄₁| 

  I      =  20 log |0.05| 

  I      =   26.02 
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 It is be easily see that 

  I     =    D + C 

Q.9 Explain the quality factor of cavity resonator. 

Ans. The quality factor of any resonant and antiresonant circuit is the measure of the 

frequency selectivity and is given as- 

  Q =    - (1) 

    = resonant frequency 

  W  = maximum energy stored 

  P  =  average power loss 

  Q =  2   - (2) 

 For an idealistic circuit there is no power loss and value of P  u thus the quality 

factor is very high or infinite but practically it is not possible to achieve high 

value of Q. one of the reason in that we use coupling loop to couple the power to 

external circuit from these cavities. These coupling loop leads to same losses and 

thus Q reduces.    

At resonant frequencies we know that electric energy and magnetic energy are 

equal but quadrature in nature. It means that if electric energy magnetic energy 

are equal but quadrature in nature. It means that if electric energy is maximum 

the magnetic energy is zero and vice vase. 

Total electrical energy is given by 

 We =   |E|² dv  - (3) 

When ν is the volume of resonators also total magnetic energy 
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 Wm =   |H|² dν  - (4) 

The average power loss in resonator can be evalued by integrating the power 

density over inner surface of resonator. 

 P =   |Hf|  da  - (5) 

Ht  = Peak value of tangential magnetic intensity  

Rs = Surface resistance of resonator 

Substituting value (4) and (5) in (1) 

We get-  

 Q =       - (6) 

Where  

 |H|² = |Ht|² + |Hn|²  

Ht = tangential component of magnetic field intensity 

Hn = normal component of magnetic field intensity 

 It has been observed that |H|² at the resonator wall is twice the value of |H|² 

averaged over volume. 

 Q =   - (7) 

The resonant frequency and quality factor for unloaded cavity are given as- 

 ƒ0 =   

 Q0   =   

 

 

Now if cavity is loaded or coupled by means of N:1 transforms and a series 

inductances is to a generator having internal impedance Zg then coupling circuit.  

  Ql =  for |N²Ls| << |R + N²Zg| 

  Ql  =    
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 Let  = K = coupling coefficient 

 Ql =  

 Ql =  

  =  +  

 Qert = Qo/k 

          =  

 By changing value of K quality factor changes  

 

 Case-1 K=1 (critical coupling) 

 In this type of coupling resonators is matched to the generator 

 So the loaded quality factor is given by- 

 Ql =  Qert =  Qo 

 Case-2 K>1  (Over coupling) 

 In this type of coupling the cavity terminals are at a voltage maximum in the 

input line out resonance. The normalized impedance at this voltage maximum in 

the standing wave rating that K = P 

 Ql =   

 Case-3 K<1 (under coupling) 

 In this the cavity terminals are at a voltage minimum and the input terminal 

impedance is equal to the reciprocal of the standing wave ratio. 

 K  =  

 Ql =  Q0 

 

Q.10 An air filled resonant cavity with dimension a= 5 cm, b= 4 cm and c = 10 cm is 

made of copper (  = 5.8  10 mhos/m). it is filled with a lossless material  

(ur=1), Er=3 find the resonant frequency and quality factor of TE101 mod. 
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Ans. Tem mod. 

  =    +  

 m = 1, n = 0, P =1 

 fc =  ² 

 =.866  10⁸  

 = 19.36  10⁸ 

 = 1.936 GHz 

 Quality factor 

 Ql =   

       =   

 

 Q  = 33.3 
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KLYSTRON 
 

Q.1 Explain the velocity modulation process of klystrons.  

Ans. When electrons are accelerated by the high dc voltage VO before entering the 

number grids then velocity is uniform, this velocity could be find by- 

   mν² = eVo 

  νo  =  

   = .593  10   m/s    - (1) 

 In equation (1) it is assumed that electrons leave the cathode with zero velocity. 

When a microwave signal is applied to the input terminal the gap voltage 

between the buncher grids is  

   Vs = V₁sin (      - (2) 

   V₁ = amplitude of the signal V₁<<<V₀ 

 To find the modulated velocity in the buncher cavity in terms of either the 

entering time to or the exit time t₁ and the gap transit angle qg. 

 

  VS 

                      Vg = V₁ sin t    t₀   t₁ 

 

 

  d                Buncher grids 

V₁  
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                                                                                                          t 

 

            Signal voltage in the buncher gap 

 Since V₁ << V₀ the average transit time through to buncher gap distance d is 

    =  

      = t₁ - t₀    - (3) 

 The average gap transit angle can be expressed as- 

  Qg = z =  (t₁- t₀) 

                      =        - (4) 

 The average microwave voltage in the buncher gap  

  VS =  t) dt 

   [cos( t₁)-cos( t₀)] 

   [cos( t₁)-cos( t₀) –cos(  + )] - (5) 

 From equation (4) 

  t₀ +  = t₀ +   = A 

 and   =   =  B 

use the trigonometric identity that  

cos (A-B) – cos (A+B) = 2sin A sin B 
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from equation (5) become 

< VS> =  V1 sin   sin  

 = V1  sin ( to + ) 

  

      =  

Where  = beam coupling coefficient of the input cavity gap 

 

 

 sin (Qg)2) 

= Qg/2 
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Beam coupling coefficient versus gap transit angle from the fig we can seen that 

increasing the gap transit angle Qg decrease the coupling between the electron 

beam and the buncher cavity, that is the velocity modulation of the beam for a 

given microwave signal is decreased. In the gap A now there are two voltage 

acting on electron .e. Vo and <Vs> 

After velocity modulation the exit velocity from the bunder gap is given by- 

 ν (ti) =  

       =  

Where the factor i V₁ |V₀ is called the depth of velocity modulation. Using 

binominal expansion under the assumption of- 

  << V₀ 

 

 (t₁) = V₀  

 =  

Since  = ₀ +  

 = ₀ + Qg 

ν (t₁) = ν₀  

 

Q.2 Explain the bunching process of the klystron. 
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Ans. We have seen that when electrons pass the bunch at Vs=0 travel through with 

unchanged velocity νo and become the bunching center. Those electrons pass the 

buncher cavity during the positive half cycles of the microwave input voltage Vs 

travel faster than the electrons that passed the gap when Vs = 0. 

  Those electrons that pass the buncher cavity during the negative half cycles of 

the voltage Vs travel slower, then the electrons that passed the gap when Vs=0, 

at a distance of L along the bunchers are formed.  

 

 -  -  - -  -   -   -   -  -  -  -  -   -   -   -   -   -   -    - Bunching center 

 

   Vg = V₁ sin t 

  bunching  

 grid        0 ta tb     tc td t  

 

                   

   

The distance from the bunches grid to the location of dense electron bunching for 

the e-1 at tb is 

  L = V₀ (ta -  tb )    –  (1) 
 

Similarly the distance for the electrons at ta and tc  

 L = νmin (td – ta) 

 L = νmin (td – tb+   - (2) 

 L = νmax (td – tc ) 

       =  νmax (td – tb -   - (4) 

We know that the velocity modulation equation the minimum and maximum 

velocity – 
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  νmin = ν₀ (1- )   - (5) 

  νmax = ν₀ (1- )   - (6) 

Substitution of equation (5) & (6) in equation (3) and (4) respectively then the 

distance is  

L = νo (td – tb) +      - (7) 

L = νo (td – tb) +      - (8) 

The necessary condition for those electrons at ta tb and tc to meet at the same 

distance L is 

 ν₀  - ν₀  (td – tb) - ν₀   = 0   - (9) 

and  ν₀  + ν₀  (td – tb) + ν₀   = 0   - (10) 

So td – tb          - (11) 

L = V₀        -  (12) 

The distance given by equation (12) is not the one for a maximum degree of 

bunching. 

The transit time for electrons to travel a distance of L is 

 T = t₂ - t₁ =  

    =  T₀      -  (13) 

The binominal expression of (1 + x) -1 for (x) < < | has been replaced and T₀ = 

L/V₀ is the dc transit time. In terms of radius the preceding expression can be 

written. 

 T = t₂ - t₁ 

  = Q₀ -  sin (  - ) 

 Q₀ =  

   = 2  N 
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Q₀ = dc transit angle between cavities.  

N = is the number of electron transit cycles in the drift space. 

 X =  Q₀ 

This is the bunching parameter of a klystron.  
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Q.3 Explain the velocity modulation of reflex klystron. 

Ans. The analysis of a reflex klystron is similar to the two cavity klystron. 

The effect of space change free on the electron motion will again be neglected. 

The electron entering the cavity gap from the cathode at Z = 0 and time to is 

assumed to have uniform velocity. 

 V₀ =  V₀ 

       = .593  10⁶    - (1) 

The same electron leaves the cavity gap at Z = d time f₁ with velocity. 

 ν (t₁) = V₀   - (2) 

Here the velocity modulation equation is directly taken from the analysis of two 

cavity klystron. 

The same electron is forced back to the cavity at Z=0 and time t₂, by the retarding 

electric field E which is given by 

 F=    - (3) 

This retarding field E is assumed to be constant in the z direction. 

The force equation for one electron in the repeller region is  

 = - cE = - e    - (4) 

Where E = - v is used in the z-direction only Vr is the magnitude of the repeller 

voltage and |V₁ sin ( | <L (Vr + V₀) is assumed 

Integrating equation (4) 

   =   

   =  (t - t₁) + k₁   - (5)  

 
 K₁ = ν (t₁) 
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  =  (t - t₁) + ν (t₁) 

 With respect to  

    

    

   (t-t₁)² + ν(t₁) (t-t₁) + K² 

  at t = t₁, Z = a¹ on solving we get 

   k₂ = d 

  so  

     (t-t₁)² + ν (t₁) (t-t₁) + d - (6) 

The electron leaves the cavity gap at z=d and time t₁ with a velocity of ν 

(t₁) with a velocity of ν (t₁) and returns to the gap at Z=d and time t₂ 

Then at t=t₂ we have z=d 

On substituting we get 

 0 =  (t-t₁)² + ν (t₁) (t₂-t₁) 

The round trip transit time in the repeller region is given us: 

  ν (t₁) 

= T¹₀   - (7) 

  When T¹₀ =     - (8) 

  Is the round trip dc transit time of the center of the bunch electron? 

  Multiplication of equation (7) by a radium frequency results in  

    (t₂ - t₁) = Q¹₀ + X¹ sin ( )   - (9) 

    Q¹₀ = T¹₀   - (10) 

In this Q¹₀ is the round trip dc transit angle of the center of the bunch 

electron. 

    Q¹₀ 
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It is bunching parameter of the reflex klystron.  

 

 

 

 

Q.4 A two cavity klystron amplifier has the following parameters. 

  Bean voltage V₀ = 900V 

  Bean current IO=30mA 

  Frequency ƒ = 8 GHz 

  Gap spacing in either cavity  = 1 mm 

  Effective shunt impedance Rsn = 40kr 

  Spacing between centre of cavity L = 4 cm 

  Find- 

a) Dc electron velocity 

b) Dc transit time 

c) The g/p voltage for maximum output 

d) The voltage gain 

Ans. (a) If we assume that J₁, (X) is maximum then J₁(X)=.593 at X = 1.841 

    

       = .593  10⁶     

    = 1779  10 m/sc 

 (b) Transit time for electron 

     =   

    =  .056  10-⁹ sc  

  The beam coupling co-efficient 

   

      =  
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= 0.174 = o 

 Q₀ =  

 =  

= 112.96 rad¹ 

V₁ maximum =   

 =  

      = 168.59  

(d) The voltage gain Av 

  Rsn 

 =     40  10³ 

 

Q.5      A four cavity klystron has the following parameters- 

 Bean voltage V₀ = 14.5 kV 

 Bean current I₀ = 1.4 A 

 Operating frequency ƒ = 10GHz 

 Dc electron change density ƒo = 10-⁶ c/m³ 

 RF change density Z = 10- ⁸ c/m³ 

 Velocity perturbation V=10 m/s 

 Find- 

a) De electron velocity 

b) The phase constant 

c) The plasma frequency 

d) The reduced plasma frequency for R=0.4 

e) The dc beam current density 

f) The instantaneous bean current density. 

Ans. a) the de electron velocity 

  V₀ = 0.593  10⁶  
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                               = 0.714  10⁸ m/s 

 b)   The de phase constant is- 

  

 e = 8.80  10  rad/m  

c)   The plasma frequency is- 

   P = (1.759  10¹¹  )1/2 

   p = 1.41  10⁸ rad  

 d) The reduced plasma frequency for R=0.4 

   q = 0.4  1.41  10⁸ 

   = .564  10⁸ rad is 

e) dc bean current density is  

 J₀ = 10¯⁶  0.714 10⁸ 

 J₀ = 71.4 A/m² 

f) The instantaneous been current density is- 

 J = 10¯⁸  0.714  10⁸  10¯⁶  10 

 J = 0.614 A/m² 
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Travelling Wave Tube 
 

 

Q.1 Explain the amplification process of the TWT? 

Ans. The wave travelling along the longitudinal direction has reduced RF field or in 

other words the axial electric field is reduced. This RF field interacts with the 

electron beam. The electrons entering the retarding field are decelerated and 

those in the accelerating field are accelerated. They begin forming a bunch 

centered about those electrons that enters the helix during the zero fields. Also 

due to this velocity modulation bunching of electron is formed once per cycle or 

at regular intervals of one wavelength. 

 The motion of electron in the helix type traveling wave tube can be qualitatively 

analyzed in terms of the axial electric field. If the traveling wave is propagating 

in the z direction the z component of electric field can be expressed. 

 

EZ = E₁ sin ( t-                 - (1) 
  

  V 

  

  

 Distance along 

 Beam 

  

 

e¯ 

   

 beam 

 

     Bunches 
 

Where E₁ is the magnitude of electric field in the z-direction at t=to and Z=0, the 

electric field is assumed maximum mute that P = /VP is the axial phase 

constant of the microwave and VP is the axial phase velocity of the wave 
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The equation of motion of electron is given by- 

 ma = - e Ez 

   = - e E₁ sin ( t – pz)  - (2) 

Assume that the velocity of electron is  

 ν = νo + νc cos ( et + Qe)                          - (3) 

  = - νe e sin ( et + QC)                         - (4) 

 V₀ = dc electron velocity 

νe = magnitude of velocity fluctuation in the velocity modulation electron beam.  

e = angular frequency of velocity fluctuation    

Substitution of equation (4) in (2) 

mue e sin ( et + Qe) = e E, sin ( t- pz)  - (5) 

We have seeb that for interactions between the electron and electric fields the 

velocity of the velocity modulation electron been bust be approximately equal to 

the dc electron velocity. 

This is-  

 ν = ν  -         - (6) 

Hence the distance z travelled by the electron is given by- 

 Z = V₀ (t-t₀)    - (7) 

On substituting value of z in equation (5) we get- 

 mVe sin ( tt + Qe) = eE₁ sin ( t - pV₀ (t-t₀)] - (8) 
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Comparison of the left and right had side of equation (8) show that- 

 νe =  

 e =  - pV₀ 

 = p (νp-ν₀) 

 Qe = p Y₀ t₀ 

It can be seen that the magnitude of the velocity fluctuation of the electron of the 

electron been is directly proportional to the magnitude of the axial electric field. 

 

 

Q.2 Explain the convection current of the TWT. 

Ans. The convection current is induced in the electron beam by the axial electric field 

and the microwave axial field. When the space-change effect is considered the 

electron velocity the change density, the current density and the axial electric 

field will perturbate about their average or de values.   

   = ν₀ + ν₁ e+j t –yz  - (1) 

   = ℓ₀ + ℓ₁ e t –yz  - (2) 

  J = - J₀ +J₁ ej t –yz  - (3) 

  Ez = E₁ ej t-yz   - (4) 

 Where y = 2e + j c is the propagation constant of the axial wave. The minus sign 

is attached to J0 so that J0 may be a positive in the negative z- direction. 

 For a small signal the e¯ bean current density is 

  J = ℓv = -J0 + J₁ e+ j t – yz - (5) 

 Where – J0 = ℓ0V0, J₁ = ℓ₁ V0+ℓoV₁ 
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 The force equation can be written as  

 ma = eE 

  = - eE₁etj t-yz    

  = -  ej E-yz 

Using partial differential equation we can write  as- 

  ν =  ej t-yz 

Replacing  = y,  = j ,  = ν₀ and ν = V₁ej t-yz  we get 

ν₁ (j -yν₀) ej t-yz    - (6) 

 ν₁ =  E₁   - (7) 

According to law of conservation of electric charge the continuity equation can 

be written as- 

   = 0 

From equation (2) and (3) we get 

  =  ej t-yz   = 0  - (8) 

 P₁ =  =   - (9) 

From equation (7) and (9) 

 J₁ = P₁ν₀ + P₀V ₁ 

 J₁ =  ν₀ -  
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Or  J₁ (1 +  ν₀)  =   

 J₁ =  j  

On multiplying numerator and denominator by ν₀ we get 

 J₁ = -j    

 -J₀ = P₀ν₀ 

 J₁ = j    E₁ 

If the magnitude of the axial electric field is uniform over the cross sectional area 

of the electron beam the spatial ac current  will be proportional to the dc current 

I₀ with the same proportionality constant for J₁ and J₀ 

So the convection current in the electron beam is given by  

 i  = J  E₁ 

Where e = /ν₀ is defined as the phase constant the velocity modulated 

electron beam and  

ν₀ =   has been used. This equation is called the electronic equation 

for it determines the convection current induced by the axial electric field.  

 

Q.3 Explain the gain of the TWT.  

Ans. The structure is perfectly matched so that there is no backward travelling wave. 

There is a reflected wave from the output and of the tube travelling backward 

toward the input end. The alternator placed around the center of the tube 

subdues the reflected wave to a minimum or zero level. Thus the total circuit 
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voltage is the sum of three forward voltages corresponding to the three forward 

traveling waves. 

 This is equal to- 

 V (z) = V₁ e¯y.z + V₂ e ¯ y₂ z + V3 e¯y3 z 

           = Vn ¯yn z   - (1) 

 The input current 

   I (z) = -    e¯ yn z - (2) 

 In which Cƒ <<1, E₁ = YV and Y=j  (1-cƒ) have been used. 

 The input fluctuating component of velocity of the total wave may be as- 

 V₁ (z) = J    e – ynz  - (3) 

 When E₁ = yV, C  <<1 

   eν₀ =  

   ν₀ = V₀ have been used. 

 To determine the amplification of the growing wave the input reference point in 

set at z=0 and the output reference point is taken at z= . It follows that at Z=0 the 

voltage current and velocity at the input point are given by- 

   V (0) = V₁+ V₂ + V3   - (4) 

   i (0) =    - (5) 
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   V₁ (o) = -j              -          (6) 

 The simultaneous solution of equation (4), (5) (6) with i (0) = 0 and V₁ (0) = 0 is- 

   V₁ = V₂ = V₃ =     - (7) 

 The growing wave in increasing exponentially with distance it will predominate 

over the total voltage along the circuit. When the length 1 of the slow wave 

structure in large, the output voltage will be almost equal to the voltage of the 

growing wave 

 Substitution of equation 

   Y₁= - ec  + j e (1+ ) 

  V₁ = V₂ = V₃ =  

 Substitution of above two equation in equation (1) the output voltage as- 

  V (i)   ex ( ) exp         -      (8) 

 The factor eℓ is conventionally written 2 N, where N is the circuit length in 

electronic wavelength that is- 

   N =     

    =   

 The amplitude of the output voltage is given by- 

   V (ℓ) =  exp  

 The output power gain is decibels is defined as- 
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   Ap  = 10 log ² 

    = - 9.54 + 47.3 NC 

 NC = a numerical number 

 N = electronic length of circuit 

   C = gain parameter 

 

 

Q.4  for the TWT 

 Beam voltage V₀ = 3 kV 

 Beam current I₀ = 30 mA 

 Characteristic impedance of helix Z₀ = 10 r 

 Circuit length M=50 

 Frequency       ƒ = 10GHz 

 Determine:- 

(1) The gain parameter 

(2) The output power gain Ap in decibels 

(3) All four propagation constant 

Ans. (1) The gain parameter 

   C= 1/3 

       = 1/3 

      = 2.92  10¯² 

 (2) The output power gain is- 

   Ap = - 9.54 + 47.3 NC 

   Ap = - 9.54 + 47.3  50   2.92  10  
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          = 59.52 d  

            (3)         The four propagation constant are-  

 e =   

       =   

       =  1.93  10³ rad/m 

 Y₁ = - e C  + j c (1+ ) 

       = -1.93  10³  2.92  10¯²  0.87  j 1.93  10³  

       =-49.03 + j1958 

 Y₂  = ec  + j e  

  = 49.03 + j1958 

 Y₃ = +j c(1-C) 

       = j 1.93  10³ (1-2.92  10¯²) 

       = j1873.45 

 Y4  = -j c  

 Y4 = -j1.93  10   

 Y4  = - j 1930 

 

Q.5 A helical TWT has diameter of 2 mm with 50 term per cm. 
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 (a) Calculate axial phase velocity 

(b) The anode voltage at which the TWT can be operated for useful 

gain 

Ans.  (a) Vp – Velocity of light   

 Pitch =  = 0.02 cm 

 = 2  10¯4 m 

 Circumference =   D 

 =   2  10 ¯³ m 

 = 6.284  10¯³ m 

 Vp = 3  10⁸   

       = 9.548  10⁶ m/sec 

  (b) eV₀ =  m Vp² 

   V₀   =  m Vp² 

   V₀   =     (0.9548  10)² 

   V₀   = 259.2 V 

   V = .2592 kV 
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MAGNETRON 

Q.1 What are the different types of magnetrons? 

Ans. Magnetrons is a cross field tubes in which the electric field and magnetic fields 

are perpendicular to each other magnetron provide microwave oscillations of 

very high peak power. In all cross field tubes the dc magnetic field plays a direct 

role in RF interaction. In a crossed field tube the electrons emitted by the cathode 

are accelerated by the electric field and gain velocity but the greater their velocity 

the more there path is bent by a magnetic field.   

 There are three types of magnetrons. 

(1) Negative resistance type 

(2) Cyclotron frequency type 

(3) Travelling wave or cavity. 

Negative Resistance Type: 

These magnetron make use of negative resistance between two mode segments 

but have low efficiency and are used at low frequency (<500MHz). 

Cyclotron Frequency Magnetron: 

These depend upon synchronism between an alternating component of electric 

and periodic oscillation of electrons in direction to this field. These are useful 

only for frequencies greater than 100 MHz  

Cavity Magnetron: 

It depends upon the interaction of electron with a rotating electromagnetic field 

of constant angular velocity. These provide oscillations of very high peak power 

and hence are very useful in radon application. 
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Q.2 Explain the -mode operation of magnetron. 

Ans.  The cavity magnetron has 8 cavities that are tightly coupled to each other. We 

know in general that a N cavity tightly coupled system will have N-mode of 

operation each of which is uniquely characterized by a combination of frequency 

and phase of oscillation relative to adjacent cavity. In addition this mode must be 

self consistent so that total phase shifts around the ring of cavity resonators in 

2n  where n is a integer. In other words we can explain that phase difference 

between adjoining anode poles must be n /4 
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 So a phase shift of 45  is required. In this at an instant of time the RF voltage on 

the top left side anode pole is maximum positive. It must be realized that these 

are oscillations. A time will thus came later in the cycle, when this pole is 

instantaneously maximum negative while at other instant the RF voltage 

between that pole and the next will be zero. Now assuming RF oscillation has 

stented due to some noise transient within the magnetron the oscillations will be 

sustained by device operation. In the fig. the dotted electron path refer to the case 

of static electric field with no RF field. The solid path refers to the electron 

trajectories in the presence of RF oscillations in the interaction space. The 

presence of RF oscillation in the magnetron brings in a tangential (RF) 

component of electric field. When electron  ‘a’ is situated at point 1, the 

tangential component of RF filed opposes the tangential velocity of electron. The 

electron it thus retarded by the field and gives energy to it. Now if conditions are 

arranged so that by the time electron arrives at point 2 the field has reverse 

polarity, this electron will once again be in a position to give energy to the RF 

field. The magnetic force on electron  ‘a’ diminishes once more and at point 3 

another interaction of this type occur. In this manner a favored electron spends 

much more time in the interaction space and continuously gives energy to the RF 

field, thus maintains the oscillation. Now an electron of type b undergoes a 

different way. It is immediately accelerated by the RF filed and therefore the 
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force exerted on it by the de magnetic field increases. This electron thus returns 

to the cathode even so ever then it would have in absence of RF field.  So this 

electron spends less time in interaction space. These electrons one unflavored 

electron which do not participate in bunching process and rather harmful 

leading to back heating, since ‘b’ takes energy and ‘a’ gives energy to RF field, 

but the ‘a’ electron give energy repeatedly and ‘b’ returns to cathode only 1 or 2 

interactions so it appears that more energy is given to RF oscillations than it 

taken from then similarly on electron ‘c’ which is emitted later en counters not 

only a diminished tangential RF field but also a component of the radial RF field. 

This has the effect of accelerating the electron radially outward. This electron 

tries to catch up with electron ‘a’.  in a similar manner electron ‘d’ which is 

emitted earlier than ‘a’ will be retarded tangentially by the dc magnetic field. It 

will therefore be caught by favored electron, so all the favored electrons a, c, d 

form a bounch and are confined to spokes or electrons clouds one for each two 

anodes. This process of is called as the phase focusing effect corresponding to a 

bunch of favored electrons around the reference electrons ‘a’. 

 

Q.3 Explain the forward wave cross field amplifier. 

Ans. The forward wave cross field amplifier is classified according to the type of 

source- 

a) Injection beam type 

b) Emitting sale 
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Forward wave cross field amplifier is a microwave power amplifier based on the 

magnetron. It uses features of both TWT and magnetrons. It uses an essentially 

magnetron structure to provide an interaction between crossed dc electric and 

magnetic fields and RF field. The slow wave structures used here is similar to 

that of TWT to provide a continuous interaction between the electron beam and a 

moving RF field. The emitting sole tube has the cathode which generates 

electrons. The amount of current depends on dimensions, applied voltage and 

emission properties of cathode. If injected beam tube is used then separate grin 

assembly is used to generate electron beam and this further is injected into the 

interaction region. Now as in travelling wave tube, electron stream is first 

accelerated by an electric gun to the full dc velocity the dc velocity is equal to the 

axial phase velocity of the RF filed on the slow wave structure. This stream then 

interact with the RF field after interaction occurs the spent electron beam leaves 

the interaction region with low average velocity as in TWT. The difference in 

velocity is accounted for by the RF energy created on the microwave circuit and 

thus energy is said to be amplified. In CFA the electron beam is exposed to dc 
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electric field force of RF field under the influence of these forces, the electron 

motion is affected due to feature of magnetron the electron trajectory is spiral in 

a direction tending equipotential.  

    

 

 

            VG-Vn 

  Initial Velocity 

   =  

 Motion of electron in CFA 

In the fig. we can see that when the spoke is positively polarized or the RF field is 

in positive half cycle the electron speeds up towards the anode while the spoke is 

negatively polarized of the RF field is in negative half cycle the electron are 

returned towards the cathode overall the electron beam moves in spiral path in 

the interaction region. The output power can be increased by increasing the 

anode voltage and current and is independent of RF input power.  

The total output power of CFA is equal to sum of input power and power 

generated in the interaction region. That is the power gain of CFA is given by- 

 g =  =  

 = 1 +  

Pin = RF input power 

 Pgen = RF power generated into anode circuit by electrons. 
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Therefore the CFA is not a linear amplifier but rather is termed a saturated 

amplifier. The efficiency of CFA is defined as the product of electronic efficiency 

and circuit efficiency 

 = c cType equation here. 

  

 Pdc   = dc powr = V₀I₀ 

 Pout  = RF output power 

 Pin     = RF input power 

 V₀      =  anode dc voltage 

 I₀       = dc anode current 

 Circuit efficiency is defined as- 

 c =  =     

 Pgen = ηe = ηe V₀I₀ 

 

Q.4 Explain the hull voltage of magnetron. 

Ans.    Cylindrical magnetron is the most commonly used magnetron. 

Let the cathode and anode has radius ‘a’ and ‘b’ respectively and Q the angular 

displacement of the electron bending. 

In magnetron electric and magnetic field are perpendicular to each other so force 

acting on an electron is- 

   ƒ = e (ν ) 

     = eν   
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Since the electron is moving radically so Q component is  

 ƒQ = eνp        - (1) 

Where νp = velocity of electron in the direction of radial distance ℓ from the 

center of cathode cylinder. 

 TQ = ρƒQ  - (2) 

Here r = ρ and ƒ = ƒQ 

 So Tφ = eρ p  - (3) 

Angular momentum = angular velocity  moment of inertia  

  =   mρ² 

Time rate of angular momentum 

   - (4) 

Which gives the torque in Q direction  

Thus equating equation (2) or (4) 

   = QP eρνpB 

 2mρ  + mp²  = eρνpB 

   vp =  

2 mρ  + mρ²  = eρ  - (5) 

Integrating equation (5) with respective to ‘t’ 

2 mpφ + mρ²  =  
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For a particular direction assume 2mρφ = constant 

 mρ²  + C = eB  - (6) 

applying boundary condition 

at ρ = a where a=radius of cathode cylinder 

  = 0 

      C = -  eBa²  - (7) 

On substituting (7) in (6) we get  

  mρ²  =  (ρ²-a²) 

      - (8) 

From conservation of energy we know that potential energy of electron = K.E of 

electron 

   V0  - (9) 

ν²P + ν²φ =  V0 

 from equation (9) 

 + ℓ²  =  - (10) 

 From equation (8) 

   =   

  = c be cyclotron angular frequency. 
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   = c    - (11) 

Applying another boundary condition 

At r = b where 

b = radius of from centre of cathode to edge of anode  

ν = V₀  

= 0 

When electron just grage the anode substituting this boundary condition in (10) 

b² ² =  

Substituting  from equation (11) and putting ℓ = b we get 

b² ²c  =  V₀ 

Substituting value of c we get 

b²   =  V₀ 

at B= Bc we get from above equation- 

  Bc =  

BC = Hull cut off magnetic field. 

This means that when B>BC for a given V₀ the electron wil not reach at anode the 

cut off voltage is given by 

  VC = B²b²  
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VC = Hull voltage 

Q.5 An x bend pulsed cylindrical magnetron has the following operating 
parameters. 

 anode voltage V₀  = 26 KV 

 Beam current   I₀ = 27 A 
 Magnetic flux density B₀ = 0.336  

 Radius of cathode a = 5 cm. 
 Radius of vane edge to centers = 10 cm  
 Find- 

1. Angular frequency 
2. The cut off voltage for fixed B₀ 
3. The cut off magnetic flux density for a fixed V₀ 

Ans. a) The angular frequency is 

   C =  B₀ 

  = 1.759  1011  .336 

  = 5.91  10¹º rad 

 b) The cut off voltage for a fixed B₀  

  V₀C =     B²₀  b²  

 =   1.759  10¹¹  (.336)²   (10  10¯²)²  

 = 139.50 KV 

c) The cut off magnetic flux density for a fixed voltage V₀ is- 

 B₀C =  

                                    BOC  = [8*26*103*1/1.759*1011]1/2 [10*102(1-25/100)]-1 

                                       = 14.495 mwb/m2 
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